SIMBRAVIEH - The New American Beef Machine

The top 14 Simbraviehs in this ad are full ET sibs sired by the many times champion
WTR Hip Check, a Fullblood Braunvieh Show Bull and Show Sire of the Year. He is at
the top for weaning and yearling weight EPD’s. His dam is our leading donor, WTR
Baylee who is homozygous for the valuable Calpain Tenderness gene. Pictured is
our Senior herd Sire, LMC Smokem at 13 months of age.

LMC Soggy S 12

SIMBRAVIEH is a new American breed being developed at La Muneca by crossing two functional breeds of beef cattle
(Braunvieh and Simbrah). They complement each other very well. Both breeds offer plenty of calving ease, fertility, milk,
growth, carcass merit, docility, heat resistance and longevity. SIMBRAVIEH cattle can be any color, polled, polled/scurred
or horned and must be out of registered parents. The majority of the beef producing regions of the BEEF WORLD require
cattle with EAR in order for the cattle to function. SIMBRAVIEHS are a natural fit for these areas. SIMBRAVIEHS have a
WORLD of POTENTIAL. SIMBRAVIEHS will be registered with the Braunvieh Association of America. We encourage
you to get in on the ground floor of this exciting new breed to help us optimize the best kept secret in the cattle business.
The CONSUMER DEMAND is as good as the cattle and they are great !!

LMC Sofia S 183

LMC Selena S 19

(The Top 14 Calves Are All Full ET Sibs)

Quality in Quantity

LMC Savana S 22

LMC Raelynn R 297

LMC Shania is one of ten full ET sisters that will be the nucleus of our Simbravieh
program. She is a COWMAN’S KINDA COW. Their dam, LMC 5H – 144 was a super
fertile Simbrah donor for us averaging over 40 eggs per flush – 72 fertilized #
1’s in one flush. We have bred these sisters several different ways in an effort to
identify the best mating. Photo at 12 months of age.

LMC Raquel R 304

( A Phenomenal Foundation For SIMBRAVIEH )

CONGRATULATIONS Marco Flores on your champion 13 month old SIMBRAVIEH
steer weighing 1250 lbs. Simbraviehs offer excellent feed efficiency and can
help you earn a premium on the grid which all add up to PROFITABILITY. We are
excited about our SIMBRAVIEH club calf sales.

LMC Salute is a typical SIMBRAVIEH bull calf. At just nine months of age,
you can see that he will meet our BUTTS, GUTTS & NUTS standard. We are
appreciative on how well progressive COWMEN from all over the world are
buying these cattle.

THANK YOU Rusty Williams from George West on buying LMC S 259. Rusty
appreciates the big hip, big foot, extra muscle & feed efficiency that these
cattle offer. He is in the club calf business to stay and needs the extra bone,
correctness and mobility of Simbravieh.

LMC S 32 is one of two full sibs that we sold Lane Cappell from Louisiana. He is a
long time believer in Braunvieh genetics and is excited about using Simbravieh
bulls in their harsh, humid, environment in an effort to get more cows bred with
less bulls. THANK YOU !!

A BIG HEARTY THANKS goes out to Felo Martinez & Ron Risica for investing in
two full sibs to these bulls. Felo is impressed with how well his bull maintained
his condition while breeding a bunch of cows as a yearling. Ron’s families
feedyard biggest buyer has always liked SIMBRAVIEH kinda cattle.

LMC S 23 is one of two full sibs that we sold LPJ ranch to use on their commercial
cows to produce replacement heifers and club calves. They are impressed with
the clean sheaths, fertility, muscle and docility of the bulls. MIL GRACIAS por
su negocio !!

LMC Stefania is our lead off Jolt sired SIMBRAVIEH heifer that we sold 1/3
interest to Pepe Guerra along with ½ of six stout F-1 Simbrah heifers to breed to
breed to our ½ Braunvieh x ½ Angus bull called “The Reverend” for some fancy
black polled SIMBRAVIEHS. “MIL GRACIAS !!

LMC Secilia is another stout made Jolt daughter out of a LMC Milestone
daughter. Look at her body structure, long level thick hip, tremendous bone,
muscle, capacity and yet is so feminine. These are the kind that will put
SIMBRAVIEHS on the WORLD BEEF MAP to stay.

LMC Tanya is a super angular MAMA COW in the making sired by Jolt and a
LMC Red Maximus daughter. Everyone that has seen these cattle has been
impressed. I encourage you Braunvieh breeders to breed a cow or two to a top
Simbrah bull and get your deposit books ready.

LMC Sadie is a fancy, long bodied heavy muscled SIMBRAVIEH sired by our
champion T CAT and a MAR Ranch cow. We want to take this opportunity to
THANK our partner Louie Flores & his family for giving their ½ of Sadie to our
grandson Carlos X. Guerra III “Pops”.

A GOOD BULL IS A SOLD BULL! These SIMBRAVIEHS are selling hotter than any
breed we have ever had both as club calves & range bulls. Out of first 23 bull
calves, we have culled one, kept four for us & sold 18 at an average age of 7
months for a $2,100 avg. THAT’S CONSUMER DEMAND !!

LMC Taurus is a very impressive Jolt son out of a Becherovka daughter
that rocks. We plan to use this POLLED good looking bull on our Hip Check
daughters pictured above just like we are going to use Smokem on our Jolt
daughters. The best is yet to come.

Simbrahs, Simbraviehs, Braunviehs and Polled Brahmans

WTR JOLT is the only Braunvieh bull to ever win all four major shows. JOLT is a BULL
AMONGST BULLS. He has done a marvelous job on our Simbrah cows as can be seen in
the above photos. These calves were all born unassisted with an average birth weight
of 72 pounds. We will have another set of Jolts this fall. Semen sells for $25 per unit,
no minimum. BAA AI certificates at BAA Cost. Albinsim free.

Keys 402G “Polled Lightning” is deceased but left a bank of semen and lots
of good cattle behind. We have a set of SIMBRAVIEHS coming from him next
spring. We bought him because we thought he was the thickest and best looking
POLLED bull in the breed. He was A STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE KINDA BULL.
Semen sells for $25 per unit. BAA AI certificates at BAA cost. Albinism free.
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LMC LF Blacksmith is our triple bred Vernon Junior Braunvieh Herd Sire and
will produce his first set of Simbravieh calves next spring. He has phenomenal
extension, muscle, base and walks like a cat. He offers NEW BLOOD to our
SIMBRAVIEH program. Albinism free. We will have over 100 SIMBRAVIEHS this
next crop. Give us a call, email or come see us and let’s talk SIMBRAVIEH.

Red Ammo is one of many Simbrah bulls that we sell semen on that you can
utilize to produce your share of tomorrow’s top selling SIMBRAVIEHS. We
will be selling 100% of him with a semen bank at our MAS SIMBRAH SALE III
on March 29, 2008. He is a full sib to our Red & Black Bullet, the 2005 & 06
International Champs. Ammo was Reserve in 06. His calves are awesome !!!

